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Note from the author:

Language development, especially in a second language, is dependent, mostly, on the ability to
read. Reading is a goal but should be considered more importantly as a tool, helpful in achieving
language fluency. The inability to read will immeasurably delay all efforts in learning a language.
I firmly believe that every person should be able to read. When we don’t read, we give up on one
of our most important senses, sight, and in turn rely only on our audio senses, making written
information more difficult for us to understand and retain. Because our memory is affected by the
participation of ALL senses, the skill of reading allows us to preserve and learn quicker and more
efficiently while simultaneously minimizing frustration and dependence on others in all academic
subjects.
From 1975 I have worked in conveying and developing new methods to teach the English language. I have been successful in teaching the English language to native Hebrew and Arabic
speakers and, moreover, to people with dyslexia. I have faced challenges with this, firstly, because
Hebrew and English are often the “reverse” of one another in both reading direction and grammatical structure and, secondly, because Hebrew can be read and spelled without vowels (expressed
with dots). This thereby means that the inclusion of vowels in the form of letters is something very
difficult to native Hebrew and Arabic speakers. My method has successfully taught people that had
lost all hope in ever learning English; who might have let their disability get the best of them; and
who merely wanted to improve.
I am confident when I say that the SoftRead method will work for you too!
The long path to success began with teaching adults of all scholastic levels, ranging from business
people, accountants, lawyers, etc. who simply wanted to improve their English level to small business owners who had never studied English or were never successful in learning the English language. That was my inspiration to begin the reading method. I understood early on that the easiest
and fastest way to master a language was through one’s ability to read.

Over time, and as my own children began to grow, I developed the SoftRead method for younger children, both with and without learning disabilities. Everyone can learn to read! There has not
been one person that has not succeeded! The only difference throughout the use of the SoftRead
method was time: some people learned in five lessons and some in ten lessons or more.
In 2013, I decided to publish all of the knowledge that I had gained over the years in a creative,
accessible way to enable anyone to learn and succeed, either with the accompaniment of an adult
for the younger and learning disabled students, or independently, more appropriately suiting older
students and adults. Today, my institution is successfully teaching the English language to young
children in after-school programs, youth-at-risk, adults, and people of all ages with language-based
learning difficulties.
And now a new version, YoungSoftRead, optimized for young children, from the ages of 4 - 7.
In this version, there is less text and more activities tailored to the needs of young children of these
ages.
YoungSoftRead promises that the student will absorb the reading
technique offered and that the completion of all 4 practice books will
enable them to read all sounds and letters, even in words that are
new or not real.
In AdvancedSoftRead, we will complete the decoding format learned
in this book and improve it to that of an academic decoding level.
Good luck!
Daniella De Winter
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About the SoftRead method and book:
YoungSoftRead introduces all letters in the English alphabet and their corresponding sounds. This
method immediately combines new letters with different, previously learned sounds. YoungSoftRead
also teaches the principle of combining sounds through the use of pictures without any previous
recognition of the letters beforehand. Through the use of pictures, the child learns the technique of
decoding: pictures express and represent sounds, which the child must then connect together to
begin forming words.
YoungSoftRead also practices writing and reading regardless of vocabulary knowledge and/or
previous visual introduction. For non-native speakers, new vocabulary is learned as more sounds
are acquired. For native English speakers, the mastery of correct spelling with basic vocabulary is
emphasized.
In the next book, as we grow in our understanding and retention, we will learn the patterns that appear in long, complex words.
Advantages of the method:
This method is successful in providing the technique of reading to those who find reading difficult
and/or who have reading difficulties such as dyslexia. It is also able to successfully prevent dyslexic
failures before they occur.

YoungSoftRead Method:
Based on the logic and rules of reading (it is more logical and less photographical).
Displays a combination of letter sounds and pictures representing the letter displayed.
Instant combination of letters/sounds into syllables and words.
Combination of sounds is used to read words without any meaning or significance.
Inability to recognize words prevents global or photographic reading. Instilling vocabulary acquisition and mastering of spelling is dependent on reading patterns.
User-friendly and simple explanations.
Accompanied by colorful illustrations.
There is a very large range of tasks (circling, coloring, sorting, copying, comparing, and filling in the
blanks).
This method is suitable for independent learning as well.
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This part includes
b,o,f,i,
k,l,g,e
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k
Sounds like the opening sound of the words

koala

kangaroo
king
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Use your highlighter to color the letters:
Start at the red dot and go down. Then from the light blue dot without lifting the highlighter.

k

k

green

k
green

pink

k

green

k

k

pink

blue

k

k
blue

k
pink

blue
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Color the letters:
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Teaching Moment: How to write a k?









Draw a line from the red dot towards the bottom.




To finish the "k" we will start at the light blue dot and trace the dots on the string without lifting the
pencil.




Now let's practice writing the whole letter - from the red dot to the light blue dot. The ending pointis
are the pink dots.
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Highlight the k like in
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in orange.

kik

kof

koki

kofi

fikob

ofik

okif

ikof

ikokik

fikob

bofok

bobik

kokofo

kikofi

bikiki

okikob

ibokibi

fokofi

kibibi

ifikob

fkikof

fkokof

fofok

bofokib

